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Exercise 1 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1. Maria ......................... milk every morning. 

a. drinking b. drinks    c. drink  d. is drinking   
2. Where ......................... since morning? 

a. were you  b. have you  c. have you been  d. had you been 
3. Bernard and his wife .......... in China at that time; they were in the US. 

a. hasn't lived b. weren't living c. wasn't living  d. aren't living 
4. .........….. Heba washing the dishes?       - No, she isn't. 

a. Is  b. Do    c. Are   d. Does 
5. He was arrested while he ...............  to escape. 

a. tries  b. tried    c) try   d. was trying 
6. Dr Stan ........................ at the research centre for ten years. 

a. has worked b. is working  c. works  d. work 
7. What has happened to him ......................... this morning? 

a. since  b. for    c. when   d. on 
8. While I ........................... in Mecca, I ran into an old friend of mine.  

a. was being      b. had been            c. was   d. being       
9. The film ...................... at 6 sharp. 

a. start b. is starting   c. will start  d. starts  
10. I and Adel ............................ English for seven years. 

a. has studied      b. was studying  
c. have studied      d. were studying 

11. Children …....………. Cartoon on TV everyday. 
a. watch        b. are watching  c. have watched    d. watches  

12. As Mona ................... in her room, she heard her sister shouting. 
a. was played    b. was playing           c. playing       d. played       

13. I ......................  this sentence. Can you explain it? 
a. don’t understand     b. am not understanding   
c. will not understand    d. not understand  

14. You ................... really stressed, Jacob. Calm down! 
a. sounds b. are sounding  c. sounding d. sound 

15. He ................ football when he fell down. 
a. played           b. was playing          c. playing   d. had played       

16. Mmmm! Mum ......................... a cake. 
a. is making  b. making    c. makes  d. make 
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17. He hasn’t finished his work ............................ . 
a. ago  b. never   c. yet  d. recently 

18. While he ................, the phone rang. 
a. slept b. was sleeping c. sleeps  d. sleep 

 

Exercise 2 
Do as shown between brackets: 

1. We have lived here for two years.    (Use: ‘How long’) 
2. …………………………………………………………………………….. 
3. I collected a lot of stamps when I was young.  (Use: ‘What’) 
4. ……………………………………… …………………………………….. 
5. Thomas has been studying Physics all week.  (Use: ‘yesterday’) 
6. …………………………………………………………………………….. 
7. She wrote me a letter 2 months ago.       (Use: ‘When..?’) 
8. …………………………………………………………………………….. 
9. I went to sleep and my dad arrived shortly after.   (Join with: ‘while’) 
10. …………………………………………………………………………….. 
11. He cried because his dog ran away.   (Make a question) 
12. …………………………………………………………………………….. 
13. there is a large rain forest in south america.   (Punctuate) 
14. …………………………………………………………………………….. 
15. Peter and Rob go to school by service bus.   (Make a question) 
16. …………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Exercise 3 
Correct the underlined mistake: 

1. Sam (play) football in Spain for three years but he still can't speak  

the language.                 ………………….. 

2. The Prime Minister (leave) for the USA an hour ago.   ………………….. 

3. They were having a rest. They (not / work).   ………………….. 

4. (you / speak) to an Englishman before?    ………………….. 

5. He wasn’t sleeping. He (look) at the ceiling.   ………………….. 

6. They were upset yesterday. They (not / enjoy) the party. ...……….….. 

7. We (travel) in the north of Turkey when we were on holiday.  

………………….. 

8. It (rain) hard last night.      ………………….. 

 

 

 

 

Answers: 

1- has played 

2- left 

3- weren’t working 

4- Have you spoken 

5- was looking 

6- didn’t enjoy 

7- were travelling 

8- rained  

Answers: 

1. How long have you lived here? 

2. What did you collect when you were young?  

3. Thomas studied Physics yesterday. 

4. When did she write you a letter?  

5. My dad arrived while I was sleeping.  

6. Why did he cry?  

7. There is a large rain forest in South America. 

8. How do Peter and Rob go to school? 

 

Answers:  1 (b)  2 (c)  3 (b)  4 (a)  5 (d)  6 (a)  7 (a)  8 (c)  9 (d) 10 (c)  11 (a) 12 (b)  13 (a)  14 (d) 15 (b)  16 (a)  17 (c)  18 (b)   
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Exercise 4 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. The ......... of the space shuttle was delayed because of bad weather.  

a) lunch  b) blanch          c) bunch   d) launch  

2. The air in the balloon ................ when heated.  

a) expires          b) expands  c) expresses     d) exposes 

3. ................ is one of the country's most pressing social problems.  

a) Population  b) Illusion          c) Overpopulation  d) Pollution  

4. The Green Party is ................ to protecting the environment.  

a) addicted       b) delicate        c) dictated    d) dedicated  

5. The police wanted to know who ................ the violence  

a) mentioned    b) initiated  c) imitated      d) omitted  

6. Taxes provide most of the government's .................... .  

a) renew             b) menu          c) review       d) revenue  

7. I find his art rather dull and .......................... .  

a) conventional b) colourful       c) careful      d) crusty  

8. Tourism contributes millions of pounds to the country's ................ .  

a) economic b) economics  c) economy    d) comics 

9. There has been a ................ change in attitudes recently.  

a) mirror             b) more          c) mere      d) major  

10. She says that she doesn't ................ in at her new school.  

a) bit                b) fit    c) kit      d) pit 

11. She's got .................... a bit of money.  

a) quit                b) quiet          c) quite     d) quilt 

12. A block in the pipe was ................ the water from coming through.  

a) preventing  b) inviting          c) printing     d) proving 

13. These plants cannot ................ in very cold conditions.  

a) arrive             b) save          c) survive     d) drive 

14. There was a ......... response to our new design, people really liked it.  

a) negative       b) possessive     c) progressive      d) positive  
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15. I think I'm suffering from the ................ of too little sleep.  

a) effects   b) reflect          c) affect      d) perfect 

16.  All of that information made her ................ spin.  

a) brain              b) memory         c) head     d) mind 

17. Even the smallest baby can ................ its mother by her voice.  

a) purify             b) terrify          c) identity     d) identify  

18. He ................ that his boss was useless and he had too much work.  

a) completed   b) complained  c) combined     d) compiled  

 
  

Exercise 5 
Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 
 

 

regime / citizen / revolution / terrorism / major / infrastructure / representatives / survive / globalization 
 

 

1. What further measures can we take to avoid ....................?  

2. We must take advantage of the increased .............. of trading business.  

3. The war has badly damaged the country's ....................... . 

4. The firm has two ........................... in every European city.  

5. The French …………… changed France from a kingdom to a republic.  

6. He urged governments worldwide to break ties with the new ................. 

7. He applied to become an American ......................... . 
 

Exercise 6 
Match the word with its definition: 

A  B 
1. Constitution (    ) a- painful and injury caused by sleeping all the time 

2. Reunification (    ) b- when someone comes to live in a different country 

3. Bed sores (    ) c- a change in the way a country is governed,  

4. Infrastructure (    ) d- the income that a government receives regularly 

5. Immigration (    ) e- the state of being successful and having a lot of money 

6. Unemployment (    ) f- a written document which forms the principles of a country 

7. Prosperity (    ) g- the basic systems and services that a country or 

organization uses in order to work effectively 

8. Revolution  (    ) h- the state of being without a job or work 

 (    ) i- reunion / recombination / becoming one again 

Answers:  1 (d)  2 (b)  3 (c)  4 (d)  5 (b)  6 (d)   7 (a)  8 (c)  9 (d) 10 (b)  11 (c) 12 (a)  13 (c)  14 (d) 15 (a)  16 (c)  17 (d)  18 (b)   
 

Answers:   

1- terrorism 

2- globalization  

3- infrastructure 

4- representatives  

5- revolution  

6- regime 

7- citizen 

 Answers:    1 ( f )    2 ( i )    3 ( a )     4 ( g )     5 ( b )     6 ( h )    7 ( e )    8 ( c )     
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Exercise 7 
       Write a paragraph of about 120 words about: 

“The impact of social media on our youth” 
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Social media is one of the most general ways of communication and 

it is growing very quickly. It changes and affects each person in a 

different way, or ways. Most people see that the social media has a more 

positive effect on them than a negative one. Social media has helped 

many people around the world to connect, or re-connect, with each 

other, easily. Social media is essentially the new way of keeping in touch 

with everything and everyone, and of even strengthening bonds between 

each other.  Before, people used to communicate through writing letters 

and having them sent through the mail, which would take a lot of time 

and effort. Another way that communication was done before was by 

talking through the old-fashioned telephone. Now communication is 

easily done through social communication network on a daily basis using 

the Internet. Some people argue that social media has a bad influence 

on children and young adults, and that it depressingly affects their brains, 

character, or personalities. In fact dealing with social media wisely is the 

factor that determines whether it is useful or harmful.  


